


Welcome
Welcome to Indiana and to the Leadership Training Weekend, Triangle’s officer 
education program!  Over the next couple days you’ll spend time making new 
friends, discussing ideas and issues, meeting staff and national officers and, I hope, 
thinking about how you can apply what you’ve learned to make your chapter 
stronger.  

LTW is an investment in our chapter/campus leaders, offering tracks in the areas 
most critical to chapter success so that you can learn, return to your chapters and 
lead.  Don’t just leave behind the energy and enthusiasm you find here; take it back!  
A good idea introduced and executed is far more valuable than a great idea never 
acted upon.

Many of the resources used this weekend will be available to you and your members after the weekend is over.  
Share what you’ve learned here – make sure your other chapter officers have access to you and these materials.  
Keep in touch with the peers at other campuses – they do what you do and can be a great support system.  

Finally, build a partnership with the staff and volunteers who support our chapters every day.  This network of 
ideas and excitement is one of Triangle’s most valuable assets.  All chapters do essentially the same things to 
operate, just with different people.  Utilize those who have worked with chapters for years to help you make 
better decisions.

The last few years have been difficult for fraternities.  Because of incidents and tragedies, many students are 
coming to campuses with even greater cynicism about the value of fraternity.  The best way to counter 
stereotypes is to operate at a higher level.  Grades, graduation rates and great jobs are what we should be doing 
better than others.

Triangle is the only men’s STEM fraternity experience and offers an important support system for men 
pursuing STEM degrees.  This must be a primary theme in our recruitment discussions, to attract the men we 
need to succeed.  You will see more from us to support this theme, but our recruitment website (jointriangle.org) 
has a wealth of resources you can use right now.

Further, we can no longer depend only upon IFC rush processes.  Successful chapters have strong relationships 
with the dean and faculty of the colleges from which our members come.  We must be more visible to students in 
those colleges and have the trust of faculty and administrators to recommend Triangle to their students.

Enjoy your time in Indiana and start now to plan a return July 17-20 for Convention 2019 downtown at the 
Hyatt Regency!

Tom Pennington, Executive Director
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Staff Directory
FRATERNITY

Name Position Email
Tom Pennington Executive Director tom@triangle.org
Drew Hopson Director of Chapter Services drew@triangle.org
Augie Farwig Director of Chapter Growth augie@triangle.org
Rhonda Halcomb Director of Operations rhonda@triangle.org
Connie Sieferman Administrative Assistant connie@triangle.org
Shirley Humble Administrative Assistant adminasst@triangle.org
Ariel Tarosky Director of Education/Comm. ariel@triangle.org

TRIANGLE BUILDING & HOUSING CORP.
Name Position Email

Michael Fouts Executive Director mfouts@trianglebhc.org
Polly Courtot Director of Business Ops. admin@trianglebhc.org

TRIANGLE EDUCATION FOUNDATION
Name Position Email

Scott Bova President sbova@triangle.org
Aaron Girson Vice President agirson@triangle.org
Amy Buchheit Sr. Director of Development abuchheit@triangle.org
Kathy Elliot Administrative Assistant kelliott@triangle.org
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Triangle Fraternity
120 S. Center Street | Plainfield, Indiana 46168-1214

(317) 837-9640
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“Tell me and 
I’ll forget
show me

and I may
remember.
Involve me

and I learn.”
- Benjamin Franklin



Friday
January 18, 2019

Time Session
11:00 a.m. Facilitator arrival to camp

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. Facilitator welcome and lunch

1:00 - 1:30 p.m. Weekend philosophy and expectations

1:30 - 2:00 p.m. General facilitator training

2:00 - 4:00 p.m. Facilitator has time with curriculum

4:00 - 11:00 p.m. Check-in open

5:00 p.m. LTW kick-off & welcome

5:30 - 6:30 p.m. Dinner

6:30 - 7:00 p.m. Announcements & updates

7:00 - 9:00 p.m. Round tables part 1

9:00 - 11:00 p.m. Officer tracks

9:00 - 9:30 p.m. Session 1: Introductions & icebreakers

9:30 - 9:45 p.m. Session 2: Weekend overview & expectations

9:45 - 10:15 p.m. Session 3: CFO philosophy

10:15 - 11:00 p.m. Session 4: Steps to budgeting
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Saturday
January 19, 2019

Time Session
8:00 - 9:00 a.m. Breakfast

9:00 - 10:00 a.m. Round tables part 2

10:00 - 12:00 p.m. Officer tracks

10:00 - 10:45 a.m. Session 5: Golden rules of goal setting

10:45 - 11:30 a.m. Session 6: Values-based budgeting

11:30 - 12:00 p.m. Session 7: Budget transparency

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. Lunch

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Round tables part 3

2:00 - 5:00 p.m. Officer tracks
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Saturday
January 19, 2019

Time Session
2:00 - 2:30 p.m. Session 8: Treasurer techniques

2:30 - 3:00 p.m. Session 9: Effective communication

3:00 - 3:30 p.m. Session 10: Prioritization

3:30 - 3:45 p.m. Session 11: Adaptability

3:45 - 4:45 p.m. Session 12: Accountability & effective confrontation

4:45 - 5:00 p.m. Session 13: Parking lot & questions

5:00 - 6:00 p.m. Dinner

6:00 - 6:30 p.m. Announcements

6:30 - 7:00 p.m. TEF Thank You Letter Writing

7:00 - 11:00 p.m. Officer tracks

7:00 - 7:30 p.m. Session 14: Introducing Bill Highway

7:30 - 8:30 p.m. Session 15: National fees & deadlines

8:30 - 9:30 p.m. Session 16: Finance education

9:30 - 10:00 p.m. Session 17: Budget work

10:00 - 11:00 p.m. Treats & Talks with National Council

Sunday
January 20, 2019

Time Session
8:00 - 9:00 a.m. Officer tracks

8:00 - 9:00 a.m. Session 18: Using your resources

9:00 - 9:40 a.m. Session 19: Financial round tables

9:40 - 10:00 a.m. Wrap Up & Conclusion

10:00 - 11:00 a.m. Brunch

11:00 - 12:00 p.m. General Speaker: T.J. Sullivan; Confronting the Idiot In Your Chapter

12:00 - 12:30 p.m. Wrap Up & Final Announcements

12:30 p.m. Dismissal



Code Of Ethics

As a member of Triangle, I recognize my obligation to:

1.
Observe the Fraternity as set forth in the Ritual;

2.
Accept cheerfully my full share of any task, however menial, involved in maintaining a chapter 

home;

3.
Preserve and promote the chosen ideals of my Fraternity;

4.
Pay all personal bills promptly and always live within my means;

5.
Help create in my chapter home an environment in which enduring friendships may be formed;

6.
Maintain a creditable scholastic record.

7.
Promote the welfare of my profession;

8.
Maintain my self-respect by proper conduct at all times;

9.
Uphold faithfully the traditions and program of my Alma Mater;

10.
Pay the price of success in honest effort.
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Welcome
Thank you for joining us this weekend, for what we promise to be a thought-provoking, 
memorable, and of course, fun experience!

Leadership & Training Weekend is one of our four National events for active members and is 
designed to provide you as the executive board with the tools, resources, and knowledge to be 
able to elevate your chapter and create a culture of success.

Our time together this weekend will explore the nuts and bolts that are necessary to run a 
student organization. Furthermore, LTW will focus on building a framework of leadership 
which will not only help you in this role but beyond. 

In order for you to get the most out of this weekend, we encourage you to be an active 
participant. So what exactly does that mean? Sit next to someone that you don’t know. Use the 
gathering time and general sessions to continue your conversations. Ask questions. Take notes. 
Meet with staff and councilmen. Challenge each other. Be vulnerable. Share your thoughts, 
views, concerns, and goals.

Our best piece of advice would be to remember that your work doesn’t end here. It is actually 
just beginning. Start thinking about what you want your legacy to be. What goals do you want 
to accomplish? What do you want to be known for? What do you want to inspire others to do? 
Hopefully this participant book and officer manual will help you to start thinking about those 
things.

Thank you for traveling to Indianapolis in January and spending the weekend with us. But most 
importantly, thank you for your commitment to Triangle. We are happy to have you.

Ariel Tarosky,
Director of Education & Communication

“

“

A LEADER
I S  S O M E O N E  W H O
D E M O N S T R A T E S
WHAT’S POSSIBLE.
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Expectations
What encouraged you to attend?

What are your expectations of yourself?

What are your expectations of others (i.e. Your  executive board members, 
staff, advisors, facilitators)

What support do you need this weekend and throughout your term?



Expectations
1. Inform all members, including newly on-boarded members of their financial obligation to the organization.

2. Collect all monies owed to the organization, including those from members that may have graduated or left 
owing money, in a timely manner. 

3. Fulfill payment of all accounts payable in a timely manner. 

4. Prepare a balanced budget by the beginning of each year to ensure the organization does not incur debt. 
Make sure each officer is aware of the money that has been budgeted for them to work with. 

5. Maintain a complete and organized set of bookkeeping records. 

6. Prepare and file the organizations taxes to remain income tax exempt. Typically form 990 or 990-n should be 
completed by Tax Day each year. 

7. Complete a financial audit for records. 

8. Submit insurance fees to National organization. 

9. Be familiar with and enforce all rules and regulations concerning finances set by the National organization 
and your local organization. 

10. Delegate appropriate tasks and responsibilities to an assistant to help in fulfillment of all duties and  
responsibilities. 

11. Submit required fees to the National organization by the listed deadlines. 

12. Maintain good financial relations with the university and governing council by paying bills by the due date. 

13. Prepare and deliver an officers report at each executive committee and weekly organization meeting. 

14. Be aware of all organization obligations concerning financial matters and guarantee that your successor is 
aware of these as well.
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Why is Budgeting important?

steps to budgeting...
Figure out your projected expenses
This is the amount of money you expect to spend in the coming fiscal year, broken down in the categories you 
expect to spend it in- programs, events, national fees, etc.

Fiscal year simply means “financial year,” and is the calendar you use to figure your yearly budget and which de-
termines when you file tax forms, get audited, and close your books. You’ll want to prepare your budget specifi-
cally to cover your fiscal year, and to have it ready before the fiscal year begins.

Factor in your projected income...
The amount of money you expect to take in for the coming fiscal year, broken down by sources- i.e. the amount 
you expect from each funding source, including not only dues, but also your own fundraising efforts, grants, and 
sales of goods and services.

Look at the interaction of your expenses & income
What gets funded from which sources? Some funding may only cover certain areas of your budget which you 
will want to factor in throughout the creation process. If funding comes with restrictions, it is important to build 
those into your budget so that you can make sure to spend the money as you’ve told the funder you would.

Adjustments to reflect reality as the year goes on
Your budget is a living and breathing document that will likely begin with estimates and as the year progresses, 
those estimates need to be adjusted to be as accurate as possible to keep track of what is really happening. Don’t 
be afraid to make updates and adjustments as you go.

Helpful Terms

If your projected expenses and income are approximately equal then your budget is balanced.

If your projected expenses are significantly less than your projected income, you have a budget surplus. This circumstance 
leaves you with the possibility of expanding or improving the organization, or putting money away for when you need it.

If your projected expenses are significantly greater than your projected income, you have a budget deficit. In this case, 
you’ll either have to find more money or cut expenses in order to run your organization in the coming year.
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Set Specific Goals
Your goals must be clear and well defined. Vague or generalized goals are unhelpful because they don’t provide 
sufficient direction. Remember, you need goals to show you the way.

Set Measurable Goals
Include precise amounts, dates, and so on in your goals so you can measure your degree of success. If your goal 
is simply defined as “to reduce expenses” how will you know when you have been successful? Without a way 
to measure your success you miss out on the celebration that comes with knowing you have actually achieved 
something.

Set Achievable Goals
Make sure that it’s possible to achieve the goals you set. If you set a goal that you have no hope of achieving, you 
will only demoralize yourself and erode your confidence. However, resist the urge to set goals that are too easy. 
Accomplishing a goal that you didn’t have to work hard for can be anticlimactic at best, and can also make you 
fear setting future goals that carry a risk of non-achievement. By setting realistic, but challenging goals, you hit 
the balance you need.

Set Relevant Goals
Your goals need to be relevant to you and what you want to achieve. If you have a goal that you feel isn’t currently 
a top priority for you or your organization, consider either dropping it or refocusing
elsewhere.

Set Time-Bound Goals
Your goals must have a deadline. Again, this means that you know when you can celebrate success. When you are 
working on a deadline, your sense of urgency increases and achievement will come that much quickly.



My Budgeting Goals Are...
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Treasurer Techniques
Organization is key
Stay organized and keep on top of things. Plan enough time to do the work that needs to be done.

Use a spreadsheet
Every organization’s records should be tracked using Excel, Google Docs, or some other spreadsheet program. For those 
more advanced or with larger budgets, programs like Quicken or QuickBooks are recommended.

Do not fall behind with updates and records
Update financial records and file away bills every day. When someone gives you a check, take care of it immediately. It is 
much easier to stay ahead of the game than having to play catch up.

Get a system going
You should update records and take of payments daily; deposit money at the bank and prepare a financial report for the 
organization weekly; and pay bills and make adjustments to the budget monthly. A regularly monthly treasurer routine also 
makes it easy for the organization to get on a regular routine of paying their bills on time, etc.

Do not be the bank
Do not get in the habit of giving people extensions on their payment due date. The organization has to survive and it is 
their obligation as a member to make their payments on time. Under no circumstances should you be lending money to 
any member.

Do not be afraid to say NO
You will run into times where members ask for extensions or positions ask for more money or certain departments ask to 
dip into others to make something work. You have the best scope of your budget and what is best for the organization and 
there will be times that you will need to say no. Sometimes that will be to your best friend. But in order to keep your 
organization in a healthy financial setting that may be what is required of you.

Accountability will be key
Just as your members are required to attend meetings, show up to class, and meet certain grade requirements to remain an 
active member of your organization, so too, must they meet their financial obligations. No matter the relationship you have 
established with certain members you have to be sure that they are meeting their responsibilities and that you are staying 
on top of them.

Share financial records with your members
In addition to budget transparency you should announce the organization accounts receivables on a month or even a 
weekly basis. How much money is owed to the organization?

Delegate anything you can
The CFO’s position is probably the most straight forward. However, it requires the most paperwork. Have someone help 
you update payment records or deposit money in the bank.

Continually evaluate your budget
Adjust line items appropriate to maintain the balance between expenditures and income. Do not overspend.

If you have questions get help
Your advisor, a financial advisor, alumni advisor, national organization- all of these people should be able to help.
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tips for 
effective communication.

Listen

Be conscious of your nonverbal communication

Be clear and concise

Be friendly

Have confidence

Be empathetic

Stay open-minded

Have respect

Give feedback and stay open to receiving feedback

Make sure you pick the right medium



Notes
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Prioritization
Your organization probably has a hot of moving parts, all of which require a lot of money. Here are 5 steps to 

help in prioritizing.

1. Collect a list of all your tasks 
Pull together everything you could possible consider getting done over the year. Don’t worry about the order, 
or the number of items up front. 

2. Identify urgent vs. important 
The next step is to see if you have any tasks that need immediate attention. We’re talking about work,  
programs, projects, or fees that, if not completed or paid by a certain date will have serious negative  
consequences. Check to see if there are any high-priority dependencies that rely on you finishing up a piece 
of work now. 

3. Assess value 
Similarly, to what we talked about earlier, Look at your important work, programs, projects and identify what 
carries the highest value to your organization. As a general practice, you want to recognize exactly which 
types of tasks have top priority over the others. 

4. Be flexible and adaptable 
Uncertainty and change is a given. Know that your priorities will change, and often when you least expect 
them to. But- and here’s the trick – you also want to stay focused on the tasks you’re committed to  
completing. 

5. Know when to cut 
You probably won’t be able to dedicate funding to everything. After you prioritize everything and look at 
your estimates, cut the remaining items from your list. 



Adaptability: the most valued leadership skill

Think outside the box
Once in a while, you have to shake things up. If you’re not innovating at all and simply following standard 
operating procedure, eventually those procedures can become outdated and effective. 

Be an early adopter
Being among the first to embrace change can result in the discovery of a helpful technology, system, tool, process 
or software that can be a game changer for your organization. It can also help make the process of change itself 
less jarring.

Don’t just say no
Stay open-minded and positive. Planning ahead to take advantage of downtime and pursue long-term objectives 
improves adaptability.

It all begins in the morning
Adhering to a morning routine often causes us to create routines and patterns through the rest of our day.
Sometimes, it is important to shake things up in the morning, just to keep that mindset going for the rest of the 
day. 
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Accountability
Clear Expectations
The first step is to be crystal clear about what you expect. This means being clear about the outcome you’re looking for, how 
you’ll measure success, and how people should go about achieving the objective.

This isn’t too difficult in your role. You let your members know what their financial obligation and when it is due. Make 
sure that your messaging is consistent and that you are giving them enough notification. Make sure that is clear from the 
start of their membership.

Clear Measurement
Should you agree on a payment plan with your members there needs to be clear targets and deadlines that is agreed upon. 
Should the member fail to meet their first payment it must be addressed immediately. Brainstorm a
solution., Identify a fix, or respond in some other way that gets the person back on track.

Clear Feedback
Honest, open, ongoing feedback is critical. We talked about budget transparency. You should be having open and honest 
conversations with the entire organization about the culture of your financial obligations. Are members
taking this responsibility seriously? How are you doing on meeting deadlines?

Clear Consequences
If you have been clear in all of the above ways, you can be reasonably sure that you did what’s necessary to support their 
performance. At this point, you have three choices: repeat, reward, or release. We would recommend that you have 
consequences clearly defined in your bylaws so that should the situation some up you have backup. It is important though, 
that should you need to, you use these measures.
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Give the Benefit of the Doubt
Before you jump to conclusions, start with the assumption that others may have acted with the best of intentions - and that 
you might not know the whole story.

Resist the Urge to Email
Very few people enjoy confrontation, and most of us do what we can to avoid it- including hiding behind the safe shield 
of email. Unfortunately, this only aggravates the problem. No matter how much you dislike confrontation watch carefully 
what you say over email. It is easy for those typed words to get interpreted a million different ways.

Sit Down and Talk
Even if the issue is deeper than just a simple misunderstanding, talking is just about always the best place to start. Find a 
time to sit down privately.

Write it Down
Sometimes we get nervous during the confrontation so write down your thoughts so that you can do into the conversation 
organized and thoughtful.

Pick Your Battles
Finally, keep in mind that you don’t have to confront everyone, every time- making an issue out of every little thing will 
only create unnecessary tension.

Use the Feel-Felt-Found Method
Feel- Acknowledge that you understand how a person feels – This creates empathy and immediately de-escalates a situation 
by acknowledging the concerns of the other person. Felt- Share a quick example of someone else who has experienced a 
similar situation or felt a similar way. This reduces isolation and takes the issue from being purely subjective to more 
objective. Found- Share how a person who felt something similar found the situation to have a positive outcome.

Effective Confrontation
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confrontation
scenarios
Scenario 1
It is your first real week as treasurer, and you decide to go over what everyone in the chapter owes, just to familiarize 
yourself. Towards the bottom of the list, you see a brother who owes $2,563 to the chapter in past dues. You don’t really 
know this brother as he hasn’t been around since you pledged, but he is pretty disliked in the chapter, and known for 
having an anger problem, all of which led to his vote of dismissal at the end of last fall. You decide the chapter cannot afford 
to entirely write off this debt. What do you do?

Scenario 2
You always knew one of your pledge brothers had trouble paying his dues. Every semester since you
initiated, it was always up in the air whether he would get the money together, however the problem always seemed to have 
gone away by midterms. As treasurer, you look at the list of what each brother owes, you see his name...and a debt of $1,216 
under it. You talk to him about it, and realize that, while he had made some payments, not even once had he paid his dues 
in full since he was initiated. You decide the chapter cannot afford to entirely write off his debt. What do you do?

Scenario 3
Lots of brothers get their dues paid by their parents, whether directly or by their parents paying for
something else, and that freeing up their money for other things. One brother is super late in getting that payment though, 
to the point where it is midterms and he hasn’t paid anything yet. He has spoken with his parents, and that he will have the 
payment in full soon. You know that the chapter won’t be able to write his debt off if he doesn’t pay, what do you do?

Scenario 4
It is the week after the end of the semester, and your chapter had several brothers graduate and go
alumni. While you are very excited for them and the next chapter in their lives, you had one brother go alumni with dues 
from their last semester still unpaid, to the tune of around $500. You do have the brothers contact information, and this is 
the first semester that has gone unpaid. What do you do.

Additional Scenarios
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Budgeting Time line
December
1. Getting your name and President’s name placed on the account. You cannot sign checks until you are listed on your 

Triangle Fraternity account. You can do the transfer wherever you bank. Make sure to call ahead to find out just exactly 
what documentation you’ll need. 

2. Collect Promissory Notes. They are due at the last meeting of the semester. Don’t forget, and make sure to remind  
people, because they will forget. (You will find this to be a pretty common occurrence as the year goes on). 

3. Double check the budget. Your predecessor should have already prepared the spring budget, and informed every one 
of the next semester’s dues, and prepared and disseminated the Promissory Notes, but in case they didn’t…do it…do it 
now…do it yesterday. 

4. Make sure your fellow new officers are aware of their budgets. Likewise, make sure you get any and all previous  
expense reports from the previous treasurer. Remember, data is your friend. The more financial information you have, 
the happier you will be. 

5. Breathe. Treasuring happens in bursts; you won’t work this hard again until the end of the spring semester.

January
1. Remind everyone dues are due the first meeting of the semester. As in the meeting before recruitment even starts. 

2. Go to the bank the day after that meetings. Don’t hold onto checks or cash for very long, as your brothers may mess up 
and spend it before you cash the check. 

3. Talk to anyone who still doesn’t have their promissory note in. And don’t forget to turn yours in. 

4. Prep for New Members. Talk with the new member educator about when to make certain portions of the dues due. You 
will want them to have at least pain in enough to cover their national pledge fees within the first two weeks of pledging, 
as that is when those fees are due. 

5. Work with Membership to make sure you have an updated roster and are submitting all of your new members on  
ChapterSpot- and that you are getting the Pledge Fee in with it. Remember that is due within two weeks after the new 
member accepts their bid. 

6. Go to Leadership Training Weekend. Enjoy the financial track. Make sure to bring a copy of your budget, any fiscal 
policies, and anything else you have questions on or want to discuss. 

7. Keep an eye out for the National audit sometime this month. Your president may just knock it out themselves, however 
they may also have all the officers due their own chunk.
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February & March
1. Make sure you have all of the chapter paperwork out of the way. 

2. Make sure that everyone is on a payment plan that needs to be, and that you are keeping up with your records. 

3. Make sure all of the officers are getting their expense reports in and they are coming in under budget; and that any 
invoices get paid in a timely fashion. 

4. One thing to keep an eye out for, and it usually comes in February, is the active dues pack from HQ. This packet  
contains the roster that is on file for your chapter. Just follow the directions and stay organized, and make sure you turn 
it in on time. 

5. Since this is a pretty slow time for treasurer’s you can use this time to start planning for next semester’s budget.

April & May
1. Make sure you get the promissory notes in! Send reminders- people will forget. 

2. Remind everyone to square their accounts, especially actives who are going alumni at the end of the semester. 

3. Remind people that the fiscal policy zones accrue time over the summer. 

4. There will be a Triangle event over the summer, whether it is convention or HSLS. Make sure you are budgeted for that 
event and keep an eye out for the invoice.

Fall Semester
1. Fall is pretty much a carbon copy of the spring. You will get your chapter membership audit sometime in September, so 

make sure you manage this just like you did in the spring. 

2. You will need to make sure your budget has been completed and communicated to the entire chapter before you kick 
off the semester. 

3. Collect the promissory notes. 

4. And start planning for how you will transition the finances and the responsibilities to the incoming treasurer. 

5. Additionally, you will need to re-file your chapter for tax exempt status with the IRS. This needs to be re-filed every 
fiscal year, which starts in July. The form is the 990-N e-postcard. Just search for it on the IRS.gov site. The link is about 
mid-way down the page on the first search result. Once you click the link, you’ll need to log in. Click on Step 2. Make 
sure you also update the name of the officer when you file.
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Promissory Note Sample

Triangle Fraternity Promissory Note

I, ____________________________, do hereby promise to pay the semester dues in full or set up a written 
payment plan by the date designated by the Chief Financial Officer. Dues are defined as the amount of money 
owed to the Fraternity to cover local and national costs. This amount is determined by the Chief Financial 
Officer and approved by the active membership. If said dues cannot be paid in full due to lack of funds by said 
date, a payment plan must be made and approved by the Chief Financial Officer by the specified due date for 
dues. The payment plan must include an exact amount to be paid on specified dates or intervals with a specified 
starting date. If an active brother does not pay their dues in full or fails to make a minimum payment by the 
assigned due date by the Chief Financial Officer, the account is subjected to a finance charge of 20% of the 
balance owed. If the outstanding amount remains unpaid, a $10 penalty will be levied on the brother’s unpaid 
balance for each day the payment is owed beginning one week from the original due date.

Signature     Date        Printed Name

Brother:____________________________________________________________________________

Treasurer:__________________________________________________________________________

President:___________________________________________________________________________
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National Fees & Requirements
Item Amount Deadline Frequency Why

National Pledge Fee $90 Due within 14 days 
of becoming a new 
member.

One-time fee This fee provides each new 
member with a new 
member manual and new 
member education 
materials.

National Initiation 
Fee

$250 Due 14 days prior 
to the scheduled 
initiation.

One-time fee This fee provides each 
brother with the official 
Fraternity membership 
badge and certificate, and 
a lifelong subscription to 
the national magazine, the 
Triangle REVIEW.

National Active Fee 
(NAF)

$350 Due within two 
weeks of starting the 
academic term.

Fee is split evenly 
each academic term 
over the course of 
one year.

By your chapter paying this 
fee, it subsidizes national 
events and resources, 
undergraduate chapter 
support, expansion efforts, 
alumni services, and
Triangle Headquarter
operations.

Risk Management 
Program Fee

$150 September 15 Once a year on 
September 15

This is the base rate and
chapters may pay more or 
less, based on their claims 
and performance history. 
Provides the safest 
undergraduate experience 
through insurance coverage.

National Chapter 
Fee

$1,150 Due within 30 days 
of the chapter
receiving the
invoice from HQ

Twice a year Covers the registration costs 
of two individuals to attend
National Convention.
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National Fees & Requirements

990 Filing guidelines
1. Set up a PERMANENT FILE that someone affiliated with the Chapter will maintain forever. As noted in the IRS EIN Notification 

letter, “This EIN will identify you, your business accounts, tax returns, and documents, even if you have no employees. Please 
keep this notice in your permanent records. When filing tax documents, payments, and related correspondence, it’s very im-
portant that you use your EIN along with your complete name and address exactly as shown above. Any variation may cause a 
delay in processing, result in incorrect information in your account, or even cause you to be assigned more than one EIN. If the 
information showing above isn’t correct, please send us the correction using the attached tear-off stub.” “This notice issued only 
one time and the IRS will not be able to generate a duplicate copy for you. You may give a copy of this document to anyone asking 
for proof of your EIN. Use this EIN and your name exactly as they appear at the top of this notice on all your federal tax forms. 
Provide future officers of your organization with a copy of this notice.” 

2. ADDRESS UPDATES TO THE IRS: Make sure you keep the IRS informed of any address changes. See http://www.irs.gove/
Charities-&-Non-Profits/Other-Non-Profits/Change-of-AddressExempt-Organizations for more information. 

3. FISCAL YEAR: This is a point of confusion that must be known to know when you must file your informational return with the 
IRS. The screenshots you shared with me do not show that you told the IRS when the end of the chapter’s fiscal year would be. I 
can tell from information in the screenshots that you told them that the group was formed in January 2013; therefore, I presume 
that they will expect your fiscal year to end on 1/31/2014. Based on a fiscal year ending on 1/31/2014, your informational return is 
due every year by the 15th day of the 5th month after the close of your tax year; i.e. June 15, 2014 and every year thereafter. How-
ever, f you wish to change your fiscal year and thus the due date of the 990-N, 990-EZ or 990, you can submit a form to change 
the chapter’s accounting period and have a short year (less than 12 months). This may be more work that you want to go through 
as indicated by the bold, red text below. So, you may wish to call the IRS at 1-800-829-4933 to try to confirm when your 990-N, 
990-EZ or 990 is due and thus what the end of your fiscal year is from the IRS’ perspective. 

4. FILING A RETURN: 
 a.  I expect that you would initially need to file a 990-N. Go to http://epostcard.form990.org/ to file your return. 
 b.  Filing Thresholds: See http://www.irs.gov/Charities-&Non-Profits/From-990-SeriesWhich-Forms-Do-Exempt- 
      Organizations-File3%F-(Filling-Phase-In) 
 c.  After your revenue increases beyond $50,000 per year, you will either need to file a 990- EZ or the full 990 based on  
     the threshold table (see URL above). If you buy a chapter house valued at more than $50,000, you will need to file  
     the 990 due to the likely value of the house as an asset.

5. The EIN was issues to (?) CHAPTER OF TRIANGLE FRATERNITY. Once an alumni group is started, you have to file together be-
cause the chapter is comprised of both the active and alumni groups. That means that you need to prepare consolidated financial 
statements and then prepare the 990 (or 990-EZ or 990-N). Note: consolidated financial statements do not include transactions 
between the active and alumni groups so you may want to discuss the requirements with a CPA. Some chapter do have separate 
EIN for alumni and active chapters. 

6. IRS information on Charities and Non-profits. http://www.irs.gov/Charities-&-Non-Profits  

7. IRS FORMS: See http://www.irs.gove/Charities-&-Non-Profits/Exempt-Organizations-Forms-andinstructions for forms related 
to non-profits. 

8. A fraternal organization such as Triangle or a chapter of Triangle is a 501(c)(7) entity. Donations to 501c7 are NOT DEDUCTIBLE 
to the donor. For reference, the Triangle Education Foundations is a 501C3 tax exempt entity and does allow donations from 
donors to be deductible. 

9. You must file a copy of your IRS filing annually with the Triangle National HQ. 

10. After you incorporate as a not-for-profit entity in your state (which you should do for the protection of everyone in the chapter), 
you may need to file a copy of your IRS filing with the Secretary of that state. 

11. Unrelated Business Income: If you have more than $500 of unrelated business income, you will need to file IRS Form 990-T. Form 
most organizations, an activity is an unrelated business (and subject to unrelated business income tax) if it meets three requirements: (1) it is 
a trade or business, (2) it is regularly carried on, and (3) it is not substantially related to furthering the exempt purpose of the organization. I 
recommend avoiding such activities if possible. 

12. File Copies of your submitted Form 990-N, 990EZ, or 990 and 990-T (as applicable) and any other forms you submit requesting a change in 
accounting period for extensions. I’d suggest that you keep any such forms for at least 7 years. 

13. Any forms that must be sent via US mail should be sent Certified Mail so you have proof of submittal. I have had to use this before to defend 
that a lost, delayed Form 990-EZ had been sent timely (to prevent being charged a hefty penalty).
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Budgeting Priorities

Value to be Budgeted For % of Budget Dedicated Items or Programs
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Sample Budget
Item Date Description Estimated 

Expense
Estimated 

Income
Balance
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INTRODUCTION 
Congratulations on your election to the position of Treasurer. It is one of the most important roles in 
the chapter. Upon your shoulders rests not only the financial well-being of your chapter for the current 
year, but also the future of your organization. The treasurer should develop a routine complete with: 

1. Consistent financial recording and archiving 

2. Reporting to the Active Leadership/Membership and Alumni Advisory Team 

3. Preparing an annual budget and submitting to HQ 

4. Procedure for billing and collection of accounts from members 

5. Forwarding funds collected for Triangle fees directly to HQ 

6. Making sure all Accounts Payable are paid, and paid on time 

7. Prepare and file the chapter’s tax forms in a timely manner 
 
Triangle has lost more chapters to financial mismanagement than to most other risk management 
failures. The treasurer’s position requires strong discipline and attention to detail. Financial records 
must be consistent and accurate. There may be times when your leadership will threaten your 
relationships with some of the brothers. To become and remain effective as a treasurer, you must not 
allow your personal biases or friendships to affect the commitment to your responsibilities. 
 
A treasurer does not have to be an accountant or a math major, but rather a brother who will be 
dedicated, conscientious, and willing to keep the chapter finances in control. If you ever find yourself 
“backed into a corner” or have a question regarding a bookkeeping procedure, look to an alumnus, 
professor, or professional accountant/businessperson. They should prove to be excellent resources. 
 
Proper uses of the finance committee, financial or chapter advisor, or house corporation can be of 
great assistance to you. They can help to establish a better understanding of chapter needs and 
financial priorities, to institute a solid collection policy, and to provide the necessary support on 
important decisions.  
 
An assistant treasurer, whether elected or appointed during the current treasurer’s term of office, can 
also be a useful aide. In addition to easing the workload, an apprentice helps to safeguard future 
financial stability and continuity. 
 
Do not allow the position of treasurer to overwhelm other responsibilities! Utilize the resources for the 
position, manage your time effectively, and maintain strict organization of your responsibilities. The job 
of treasurer, though difficult, can provide you with an exceptional leadership experience. 
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SECTION 1 - THE OFFICE OF THE TREASURER 
The chapter treasurer is the chief financial officer of the chapter, responsible for efficient and accurate 
accounting of all income and expenses, billing and collection of fees and dues, payment of all legitimate 
expenses, as well as annual budgeting and financial planning. Further, the treasurer is responsible for 
regular reporting to the active leadership and membership, to the Alumni Advisory Team and the 
Fraternity HQ. 
 
Responsibilities and Expectations 

1. Inform all members, including new members, of their financial obligation to Triangle and the 
chapter. 

2. Collect all monies owed to the chapter in a timely manner, including those from members 
who may have graduated or left the chapter owing money. 

3. Fulfill payment of all accounts payable in a timely manner. 
4. Prepare a balanced budget by the beginning of each school year to ensure the chapter does 

not incur debt. Make sure each officer is aware of the money that has been budgeted for him 
to work with. 

5. Maintain a complete and organized set of bookkeeping records using an approved vehicle 
such as an online service (GreekBill, OmegaFi, etc.) or local accounting professional. It’s no 
longer okay to just put something together on an Excel worksheet. 

6. Prepare and file the chapter’s taxes to remain tax exempt. Typically form 990 or 990-N should 
be completed by Tax Day each year. This is easier than you think! 

7. Submit to James R. Favor and Company payment for all risk management program fees by 
September 15. This covers your liability insurance and health & safety programs/services. 

8. Be familiar with and enforce all rules and regulations concerning finances set by the Triangle 
HQ and your chapter. 

9. Delegate appropriate tasks and responsibilities to an assistant to help in fulfillment of all 
duties and responsibilities. 

10. Collect pledge and initiation fees BEFORE the ceremony. Chapters are responsible for these 
fees whether students pay or not, so don’t get stuck with the bill. 

11. Submit to the National Headquarters all pledge and initiation fees within 14 days of new 
member (pledging) and prior to initiation ceremonies. 

12. Maintain good financial relations with the university and IFC by paying their bills by the due 
date. 

13. Prepare and deliver an officer’s report at each executive committee meeting, each chapter 
meeting and each Alumni Advisory Team meeting. 

14. Meet all deadlines for reporting and payments set by Triangle’s governing documents. 
15. Be aware of all chapter obligations concerning financial matters and guarantee your 

successor is aware of these as well. 
16. Find a competent successor before you leave office. Train with him before he takes over. 
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SECTION 2 - WORKING WITH TRIANGLE HEADQUARTERS 
The Headquarters is responsible for collecting dues and fees from chapters as set forth by Triangle’s 
governing documents and/or the National Council or Convention. As such, below are details about 
deadlines, mandatory bills, and financial assessments that Treasurers should account for in their 
budgeting process. 
 
Reports to Submit to Headquarters 

• Chapter Budget – no later than fifteen (15) days after beginning of the fall term 
• Financial Report – no later than sixty (60) days after end of each academic term 
• Pledge (New Member) Roster/Fees – no later than fourteen (14) days after pledging ceremony 
• Initiation Roster/Fees – no later than fourteen (14) days before the initiation ceremony 

 
Collection and Submission of New Member, Initiation, and National Active Fees 

• National Pledge Fees for the 2018-2019 academic year are $90.00 
• Initiation Fees for the 2018-2019 academic year are $250.00 
• National Active Fees (NAFs) for the 2018-2019 academic year are $350.00 
• Active Chapter Fees for the 2018-2019 academic year are $1,150.00 
• Alumni Chapter Fees for the 2018-2019 academic year are $690.00 

 
Service Charges/Penalty Fees 
The Triangle Bylaws and Regulations mandate service charges/late fees for unpaid balances owed by 
chapters and penalties for failure to report new members or initiates within the deadlines above. Those 
fees are as follows: 

• A penalty of 1.5% per month shall be charged on all unpaid balances over sixty days old due to 
the National HQ. 

• If the National Pledge Fee is received in the National HQ more than 14 days after the pledging 
ceremony, the chapter shall pay an additional fee of $10.00 per pledge. 

• If the National Pledge Fee is received in the National Office after the date of initiation of the 
pledge, the chapter shall pay an additional fee of $50.00 per pledge. 

 
Examples: 

1. If a chapter owes the National HQ $2,000.00, the total monthly service charge will be 
$30.00 (Service charge = 1.5%). This amount is compounded monthly. If a payment plan is 
required, this must be set up through the Director of Operations. 

2. If a chapter fails to report a pledge class and does not eventually report and pay their 
pledge and initiation fees until after the men are initiated, it will result in an additional fee 
of $60 per man – thus you will need to pay the pledge fee, initiation fee and a $60 penalty = 
$400 per initiate. 

 
NOTE: As chapter treasurer you are responsible for collecting fees for the National HQ and forwarding 
those fees immediately. Using Fraternity fees for any purpose other than that for which they are 
collected – for instance using initiation fees to pay for a social event – constitute mismanagement/fraud 
and can lead to chapter debt and/or penalties. 
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All payments received from Triangle chapters or house corporations will be automatically applied 
toward the oldest charge(s) on account for the chapter or house corporation.  
 
The following procedure will be followed if a chapter is delinquent in their financial obligations: 

1. If a chapter becomes 60 days delinquent of any invoice, a letter will be sent to notify the chapter of 
the delinquency and to put the chapter members on notice that the amount which is 60 days past 
due must be paid within 30 days. 

2. Failure to pay the delinquent balance within the 30-day deadline will result in automatic 
suspension of operations. 

3. The chapter may be automatically reinstated to good standing upon receipt of payment for the 
delinquent balance. 

 
If a house corporation has an invoice which becomes 60 days delinquent, a letter will be sent to the 
house corporation of the delinquency, putting the members of the house corporation on notice that the 
payment must be received within 30 days. The house corporation will lose all charging privileges until 
the balance is paid. 
 
Contacting Triangle Headquarters 

• Phone: 317-837-9640 
• Staff email addresses are listed on the Triangle web site: http://www.triangle.org 

 

SECTION 3 - THE ANNUAL BUDGET 
The first step in successful management of any business is the development of a satisfactory and 
workable budget. If a budget is properly developed and strictly adhered to, it will serve to ensure the 
financial stability of the chapter for the fiscal year. 
 
Before a chapter treasurer can begin to plan a budget, many questions must be answered. The 
following section is designed to answer these questions. Feel free to contact the Triangle HQ for 
further information. 
 
What is a budget? 
Simply stated, a budget is an estimate. In this case, the chapter is estimating the income and expenses 
of the chapter. It is important to realize that with more data gathering, research, task delegation, and 
planning, an adequate estimate becomes a solid estimate. Use the previous year’s checkbook, 
collections records, and budget to judge what the chapter’s income and expenditures will be for the 
coming year. A better estimate means fewer surprise bills and financial problems over the course of 
the year. 
 
How do I prepare a budget? 

1. The finance committee is in charge of creating the budget. 

2. Set a timetable for the entire process, including committee meetings and deadlines. Completing 
a budget is essential in the operation of the chapter and should be completed prior to the start 
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of the school year or, at the very latest, the first two weeks of classes. 

3. Each officer or committee chair should prepare an estimation of the funds needed to meet his 
plans for the semester. He should be as specific as possible. Also, use the previous year’s 
financial policies for your chapter. 

4. Determine the chapter’s revenue for the semester. Multiply the dues amount by the number of 
actives, and also include expected donations to the chapter. 

5. Account for fixed and mandatory expenses like National fees, IFC dues, insurance, utilities, and 
convention/conference expenses.  

6. Make decisions on different areas based on the previous year’s expenses, member budget 
requests, and expected percentage cost increases over the coming fiscal year. Keep in mind 
major repair expenses and your chapter house improvement goals. 

7. Always overestimate expenses and underestimate income. 

8. In addition, include an emergency fund in the budget to cover unforeseen expenses. 

9. The next step is to draft an overall chapter budget. A few questions you should ask are: 

a. Do our expenses exceed our revenue? 

b. Are there any expenses or events we have not included? Did we budget for Greek Week, 
Composite, Homecoming? 

c. If our expenses are greater than our revenues, what then? Do we raise dues, or cut 
expenses? Reductions can come from social, recruitment, and perhaps food operations. 
If reductions cannot be made, or if the chapter is not willing to decrease its style of 
living, then the other alternative is an increase in chapters dues or an increase in 
membership. 

10. Now, present the entire budget to the chapter for approval. Not only should the brothers have 
a say in how the money is spent, but this also educates them as to how their dues contribute to 
the overall chapter financial position. 

11. Once the budget is approved, you can input the figures into your financial management 
package to guide you each month and show you how you’re performing. 

 
How do I revise my budget? 
Remember, a budget is an estimate. If you find line items going slightly over or under budget, there is 
no need to be alarmed. However, if you incur a major expense that was not accounted for in the 
budget, and that expenditure has a substantial impact on the yearly budget, then a revision is 
necessary. You may also need to reconstruct the budget if an important line item is missed or created 
during the year. Don’t be afraid to make revisions. 
 
Lastly, as a practical rule, if the difference between the budget and actual amount is greater than 10% 
of total income, then a revision should be made. However, chapters with smaller budgets might 
consider a 5% difference as “substantial.” On the other side of the coin, chapters with extremely large 
budgets also might consider 5% to be “substantial.” 
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Things to keep in mind when budgeting 
1. Chapter Fees 

a. Each active organization is required to pay $575.00 twice each year ($1,150.00/year). These 
payments are due on October 15 and April 15. 

2. Liability Insurance Premium 
a. Your insurance bill is due September 15. Be sure to budget accordingly 

SECTION 4 - ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES 
In an effort to inform treasurers of the kinds of things they will have to do, this section of the Guide 
provides a sample outline of common accounting procedures with which you need to be familiar. The 
specifics of how each chapter’s finances are operated may vary, yet the main procedures are common 
throughout the fraternity. You will need the following items: 
 

• Members’ monthly bill record: a record of members’ names, credit and debit amounts. 
This details where the money is being spent and how much each person owes. 

• Income and expenditures list: lists all deposits and withdrawals made to and by the 
chapter. It could be described as a combination of the monthly bill and your personal 
checkbook. Be sure to record all important information and keep it up-to-date. 

• Receipts: a receipt should be given for all money received and can be made from a receipt 
book or on computer. 

• Annual budget: be as specific as you need to breakout committee and special event budgets. 
• Checkbook or chapter credit card: all payments should be made by check or card. 
• Bank statements. If you have further questions, please contact Triangle HQ. We can help you 

tailor procedures to your chapter’s needs. 
 
Steps for Success: Throughout Each Month 

1. Collection of dues and money 
a. Income and Expenditures: record the amount, check number (or payment type), date 

received, from whom, and how the money was allocated in the budget. 
 

2. Receipts 
a. As a policy, it is wise to make out a receipt for all money received. This provides a useful 

double check for your cash book. 
 

3. Bank Deposits 
a. A record of deposits should be kept in your financial management system. 
b. Your deposit should equal the sum of the collections to that point. 
c. Record deposits in the checkbook; otherwise the running balance will be in error. 

 
4. Payments 

a. Record the amount in the checkbook and calculate new balance. 
b. Record in the cash book the amount of the check, what the check is for, the date, and the 

check number. 
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Steps for Success: End of Each month 
1. Income and Expenditures 

a. Review deposit and payment records, correct any problems 
b. Determine total debits and credits made to budget categories 
c. Figure and check the running balance of all chapter accounts 

 
2. Accounts receivable and accounts payable analysis 

a. List all accounts that are past due as of the end of the month 
 

3. Balance Sheet 
a. A balance sheet lists all the chapters’ assets (money brought in) and liabilities (money going 

out). After adding up the assets, list your liabilities and total them. Finally, the difference 
between total assets and total liabilities becomes your total liabilities surplus. 

 
Protecting Your Money: Requirements for Insurance 
Part of Triangle’s insurance coverage includes the “Crime/Bond Policy.” This policy provides insurance 
coverage for your chapter and house corporation in the case of embezzlement only if the following 
criteria are met: 
 

1. Dual signature checks are required. The chapter treasurer should not be the primary signer on the 
account. Dual signature checks should be used, with two of the following officers suggested: 
president, vice president, secretary, or treasurer. The treasurer should avoid signing checks as 
much as possible. He should only sign a check if he cannot find another officer listed as a second 
signer. Contact your bank and ask for two signature lines on your next order of checks. 
 

2. Reconciliation of the monthly bank statements. All checking or savings account statements should 
be mailed, within a reasonable period of time, directly to an individual not authorized to make 
deposits, make withdrawals, or sign checks. Failure to comply with this requirement would result in 
no coverage in the case of loss by the chapter or house corporation. 

 
Another part of Triangle’s insurance coverage includes the general liability policy. The chapter treasurer 
has a duty to ensure that the following Risk Management Policy is followed: 

 
1. Purchase of alcoholic beverages. According to the Risk Management Policies of Triangle, “No 

chapter may purchase alcoholic beverages with Fraternity funds, nor may any member in the name 
of or on the behalf of the chapter coordinate collections of any funds for such a purchase. This 
includes, but is not limited to, the purchase of kegs, and other bulk qualities of alcoholic 
beverages.” 

 
Please be advised that failure to abide by this policy negates the chapter’s liability insurance 
coverage. 

SECTION 5 - FILING INCOME TAXES 
Each year, EVERY chapter of Triangle must file their taxes, regardless of how many members you 
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have, or how much money you collect each year in dues. It is the Treasurer’s responsibility to ensure 
this happens. 
 

If you do not file your taxes, you can face significant financial penalties and you can also lose your tax 
exemption status. Loss of exemption means you’ll have to pay taxes on all member income and may 
have an impact on your campus recognition. 
 
Background and Legal Information 
Chapters of Triangle, along with the National Headquarters, are entitled to exemption from federal 
income tax under section 101(9) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 or what is now Section 
501(c)(7) of the 1954 code. 
 
These returns must be filed with the District Director in the Internal Revenue District in which the 
local chapter is located. For many chapters, with income under $50,000, the filing may only require a 
postcard or an online form. 
 
Form 990 must be filed on or before the 15th day of the 5th month after the organization’s 
accounting year. Thus, an organization that functions on a calendar year (January-December) basis 
must file its tax return by May 15. If any return cannot be filed by the due date, a request for an 
extension should be sent to the Internal Revenue Service Center. For more information, see:  
http://www.irs.gov/instructions/i990ez/. 
 

If a return is not filed by the due date or the extended due date, the law imposes a penalty for each 
day the return is late, up to a maximum penalty, unless reasonable cause can be shown for late filing. 
 
Although you probably have been properly filing these returns this would be a good time to check the 
status of the chapter’s tax situation. If past returns have been haphazardly handled, we suggest that 
the arrangements for filing the proper returns on time be made as soon as possible.  
 
Every chapter must also have its own Federal Tax I.D. number. If you do not have one or are 
developing a new chapter of Triangle, you must apply though the IRS. You can follow this link to apply 
for a number: https://www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/about-form-ss-4. 
 
Liabilities of Undergraduate Chapters 
You will be interested to know most corporations and associations are required to pay Federal Income 
Tax. Such organizations as college fraternities, which operate on a nonprofit basis, have been 
exempted from the payment of Federal Income Taxes. However, it is important to note that your 
chapter may be liable for a state or local tax and you will need to check with the appropriate local 
government offices for this information. 
 
Whenever payment of wages to an employee is concerned, you must enter the withholding of Income 
Tax and Social Security Tax on your payment checks. Chapters which have a payroll must determine 
through their payroll journals and employee’s earnings record how much is owed the Federal Internal 
Revenue Service. 
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One Note of Caution… 
Should penalties occur for late submittal of the appropriate tax forms, please see a qualified tax expert 
to see if these penalties might be waived. Often times if a chapter is showing “good intent” in sending 
the information in and cooperating with the IRS, the IRS will drop these late charges. Please check with 
your house corporation members to make sure all forms have been completed and all withholdings 
made accordingly. The National HQ will not pay penalty fees on behalf of the chapter. 
 

SECTION 6 - PAYING YOUR BILLS 
Prioritizing payment of accounts (accounts payable, your bills) is an important aspect of the treasurer’s 
role. Businesses often do not understand the way a fraternity chapter operates, and will judge the 
chapter on its past payment history. It is important to maintain a clean payment record with these 
businesses. Your actions will affect future options of the chapter. 
 
Do This First! 
Balance your checkbook before making your monthly payments. You need an accurate bank balance, 
including outstanding checks, in order to make accurate judgment on the ability of the chapter to pay 
its bills. Set aside a specific time and day in each month to pay the chapter bills, balance the chapter 
checkbook, and complete any necessary paperwork. 
 
Then... 
If the chapter is unable to pay all its bills, contact the businesses you are unable to pay. Often 
businesses will be happy to allow structured payment plans or work with the chapter to meet your 
obligations. Once again, the relationship you have with the businesses in your area will be inherited by 
the future treasurers of your chapter. It is important to work to maintain positive relationships. 
 
Prioritize Your Accounts Payable 
Your priorities should be: 
 

1. Essential utilities such as power and heating 
2. Your local house corporation or other landlord 
3. Triangle National Headquarters 
4. Your University or IFC 
5. Additional utilities, such as phone and cable 
6. Recruitment events 
7. Social events 

SECTION 7 - COLLECTING ACCOUNTS 
There are several measures the treasurer can take at the beginning of the school year to minimize 
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financial delinquencies. The first step is to send a letter to the parents of the members to introduce 
yourself and outline their son’s financial obligations. This should be sent out prior to the start of the 
school year. Make sure each member receives a copy. Should a potential member decide to join after 
the school year begins, this letter should be sent out immediately after the induction ceremony. 
 
Steps to Financial Success 
First, follow the various steps for success outlined in the Accounting Procedures section of this 
manual. Below are additional resources and outlets to assist in reinforcing the collection of monies 
from chapter members. 
 
Room and Board Contracts 
For chapters that have difficulty with the collection of accounts or men moving out of the house during 
the school year, a Housing Contract may be a big help in overcoming these difficulties. If a decision is 
made to use the contract, make sure it is designed prior to the termination of school the previous year, 
and could be sent out with the letter to the parents. 
 
Note Agreements 
In many states, a pre-signed note in place of a Housing Contract could be more beneficial. The note is 
therefore generally easier and less expensive to enforce. 
 
Set Collection Policies in Chapter Bylaws 
All too often the success and burden of the collection of accounts rests on a sole person – the treasurer. 
Many times this burden becomes too large for one man. To help ease the burden, and at the same time 
ensure financial success, it is advised that a step-by-step approach to the collection and prevention of 
overdue accounts be adopted and placed in the chapter bylaws. Having done this, any member has the 
right to insist on enforcement. 
 
It’s never easy to hold your Brothers accountable, but this is one of their responsibilities of being a 
contributing member of the chapter. It’s not your fault they have not paid their bills. 
 
If the problem persists, billing services can be very useful. Billing services such as Collections Pro,, 
Omega Financial, or Greek Bill can do the billing as well as collecting for the chapter at a nominal charge. 
Chapter brothers will be billed according to chapter specifications and will submit payment to the billing 
service. The service will then deposit the money into the bank account specified. 
 
Steps for Collection 
The first step for collection of unpaid accounts should be applied to those members who have just 
recently become delinquent in their accounts. A number of methods are used to collect monies past due. 
 

1. The Triangle Code of Ethics: As a member of Triangle, I recognize by obligation to: […] Pay all 
personal bills promptly, and always live within my means; 
 
Review this very important section and how it relates to financial delinquency. Many times a 
member will come up with good reasons why he failed to pay his bill. This does not excuse him 
from his responsibility to the chapter. Anyone who is habitually delinquent should be considered 
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for suspension or expulsion from Triangle. 
 

2. Posting: A very useful tool is peer-group pressure. Post a list of delinquent members with amounts 
due on the bulletin board. Then show the members who regularly pay on time how those who do 
not pay keep the chapter from having new furnishings or caused the cancellation of a social event 
due to lack of funds. 
 

3. Withhold social privileges: Members who are extensively past due should be place on social 
probation until they are paid up. 
 

4. Fines: A policy might be set up where the member is fined $10 or 10% of his unpaid balance, 
whichever is less, when his account becomes overdue. This can be looked at as a finance charge, 
and is a common business practice. If fines are used, be sure to enforce them. Your chapter judicial 
board may be able to assist you in this endeavor. 
 

5. Collection Letters: A further step of a set of collection letters for the members who no longer live 
in the house or are active in the chapter. 

 
6. Collection Agency: If the collection letters fail to produce any action, then it is time to send the 

accounts to a collection agency and or take court action. 

SECTION 8 - COMMUNICATING FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS 
TO THE CHAPTER 
Many chapters run into problems because their members truly do not know what their financial 
obligations are. Make sure everyone is properly informed on the collection policies and charges of the 
chapter. 
 
Membership Awareness 
The first plan in working for a sound financial base is to: 
 

1. Send an email before each semester/quarter to the brothers reviewing the anticipated budget. 
 

2. Explain the budget to the members in detail. By doing this, the treasurer can show exactly where 
the money is going, and how the dues and house bills are used. 
 

3. Express to members their financial responsibility to the Fraternity and the chapter. If you use 
Vault from OmegaFi, make sure each brother has his log-in information. It should be emphasized 
that bills that go unpaid are a burden to every member and they must share that burden by paying 
their bills on time. 

 
Inform Potential Members 
The second phase in the making of a sound financial chapter is to truthfully inform potential members 
of the expenses for which they are responsible. 
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The treasurer and all members must inform the potential members of the fiscal policies. Provide a 
financial obligations fact sheet for potential members during recruitment. Failure to do this will lead 
to a loss in chapter income, an increase in accounts receivable, and in the end, neither the pledge nor 
the chapter will benefit. 
 
Chapter Meetings 
At every chapter meeting, the treasurer should give a complete report on the present financial 
standing of the chapter as well as new funds or projects considered. Prior to the chapter meeting, 
the treasurer should send out the updated budget to each member to review. Each report should 
include: 

• the condition of the budget (expenditures and balances) in pertinent areas 
• approximate total of accounts payable, and a listing of any overdue amounts 
• active and pledge accounts receivable and what is being done to collect those accounts. 

 
A monthly review of total assets (money coming in) should be broken down, displayed and read. This 
should include balances in the checking account, building fund, philanthropy fund, etc. 
 
 
A Brother’s Obligation to Pay 
The treasurer must be firm and consistent in his policies. The proper use of peer accountability and the 
Alumni Advisory Board Chairman will be instrumental in the collection of delinquent accounts. A rule to 
remember is to divorce “brotherhood” from the financial operation. 
 
The chapter’s financial operations are just as much a business as any profit-making concern. The 
necessity of prompt payment is brought to closer focus when one understands the collector is in fact a 
not for profit organization. 
 

YOU CANNOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH “BROTHERHOOD.” 
 
If the brotherhood argument persists, it can be said a man is a “true Triangle brother” only when he 
makes good on all responsibilities, including his financial responsibility. Carrying one’s share of the load 
is also encompassed in the “brotherhood” definition. 
 
A man’s initiation (or desire to be initiated) into Triangle serves as a pledge to honor his fraternal 
obligation and responsibilities. 

SECTION 9 - TECHNIQUES FOR THE TREASURER 
1. Organization is the key. Stay organized and keep on top of things. Plan enough time to do the work 

that needs to be done. 
 

2. Use a Spreadsheet. Every chapter’s records should be tracked using Microsoft Excel, Google Docs, 
or some other spreadsheet program. For those more advanced or with larger budgets, programs 
like Quicken or QuickBooks are recommended. 
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3. Do not fall behind with updates and records. Update financial records and file away bills every 

day. When someone gives you a check, take care of it immediately. It is much easier to stay ahead 
of the game than playing having to play catch up. 
 

4. Get a system going. You should update records and take care of payments daily; deposit money at 
the bank and prepare a financial report for the chapter weekly; and pay bills and adjust the budget 
monthly. A regular monthly treasury routine also makes it easy for the chapter to get on a regular 
routine of paying their bills on time, etc. 
 

5. Do not be the bank. Do not get in the habit of giving people extensions on their payment due date. 
The chapter has to survive, and it is each member’s obligation as a brother to makes their 
payments on time. Under no circumstances should you be lending money to brothers. 
 

6. Share financial records with the brothers. Announce the chapter accounts receivables on a 
monthly or even a weekly basis. How much money is owed to the chapter? Post the chapter 
budget in the chapter room or appropriate location for review so all brothers can see where their 
dues are spent. 
 

7. Delegate anything you can. The treasurer’s position is probably most the most straight forward. 
However, it requires the most paperwork. Have someone help update payment records or deposit 
money at the bank. 
 

8. Continually evaluate your budget. Some situation may arise that cause changes in the original 
budget. Be sure to adjust line items appropriately to maintain the balance between expenditures 
and income. Do not overspend. 
 

9. If you have any questions, get help. All of the following are available to assist you: the Greek 
Advisor, Financial Advisor, Alumni Advisory Board, National Leadership Consultant, Professor, 
House Director, Parents, etc. Seek the help of a tax professional to prepare the chapter’s tax 
return, the e-Postcard (Form 990-N), and apply for Federal Tax I.D. on Form SS-4. 

SECTION 10 - THE FINANCE COMMITTEE 
What it is... 
Another invaluable aid to the treasurer is the finance committee, a task force that can help you in your 
work. 
 
What it does... 
This action group gives more brothers a say in the decision-making process. The finance committee 
should help in the creation of the budget as well as have a say in any changes to the budget over the 
course of the year. 
 
They should also review requests from officers and brothers for budget extensions. Since the Finance 
Committee should have a good understanding of the chapter’s finances, the referral of an investigation 
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or the tabling of a motion to this committee should result in an intelligent recommendation to the 
chapter. 
 
How to Create One... 
Provisions for appointing Finance Committee members should be outlined in your chapter bylaws, as 
well as guidelines and expectations for: 

• How often the committee meets 
• Decisions they have the power to make 
• Responsibilities of committee membership 

 

SECTION 11 – GREEKBILL.ORG 
About GreekBill from TriangleConnect (Chapter Spot) 
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Triangle Fraternity Financial Summary - Fiscal year 2018
The National Council and its Financial Committee review budgets annually and approve final budgets before the start of 
each fiscal year in July.  For FY 2018 Triangle Fraternity had an annual operating budget of around $850,000.  The 
summary below will provide insight as to our income sources and how the funds are spent.  

Income comes from five sources:  
1. Chapter/Member fees (about 67% of income)
2. Alumni Donations/Voluntary Alumni National Dues (VNADs) (about 7% of income)
3. Grants from the Triangle Education Foundation for approved educational programs (about 10% of income)
4. Registration fees from meetings such as LTW, Convention, etc. (about 2% of income)
5. Other (royalties, jewelry/merchandise sales, interest, etc.) (about 14% of income)

Note: Because the bulk of our income (67%) comes from Chapter/Member fees, the drop in members over the last two 
years has been a significant challenge.  The only sure way to stabilize or reduce these fees over time is for chapters to grow, 
so we’re providing a growth incentive for this year.  Just as with chapter operations, more men paying fees will allow lower 
fees.

Expenses are accounted for in five categories, related to our overall Strategic Plan.  Those categories are as follows, with a 
sample of the activities involved in each: 
1. Chapters – chapter support and visitation, recruitment and expansion, ChapterSpot online chapter management 

(about 40% of expenses).
2. Actives – member-focused education, training and programs such as The Journey, New Member Education, LTW, 

Herb Scobie Leadership School (about 21% of expenses).
3. Alumni – alumni support programs and events, The REVIEW magazine, Career Contacts and our alumni database 

(about 15% of expenses).
4. HQ/Council – administrative services, the HQ building, equipment and software, National Council meetings and work 

with TEF and TBHC (about 14% of expenses).
5. Community – FIRST programs/support, outreach to college contacts, parents, education and professional  

organizations (about 10% of expenses).
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We receive approximately 74% of income from members (alumni and undergraduates) and spend approximately 76% of 
expenses for chapter/active/alumni (member) services.  The remainder are for expenses necessary for Fraternity operations 
and our outreach to, and partnerships with, our important education, charity and community partners.  These expenses 
have benefits to all Triangle members.

Growth Initiative:  We hear your concerns about fees and dues and want to provide support.  National Active Fees (NAFs) 
are directly impacted by undergraduate membership.  If member numbers go down (as they have for the last two years) 
the NAF has to increase to provide the same income.  But if you grow, those fees can stabilize or reduce.  Therefore, we are 
announcing credits to chapter accounts based on your success in growing your chapter.  Here’s how it works:
 
Chapters that increase overall membership by 3 men will receive a credit to their chapter account of $15 per member; 
growth by 5-9 men and you will receive a credit of $25 per member or; grow your chapter by 10 or more and receive a 
credit of $50 per member.  Keep in mind, the credit is based on total member numbers, not just the new members you 
pledge.  For most to grow, you need to bring in new members AND keep current members active.  Here’s how the credit 
can work for various chapter sizes:

Chapter Size Grow by 3-4 Grow by 5-9 Grow by 10+
15 men $225 $375 $750
30 men $450 $750 $1,500
50 men $750 $1,250 $2,500

If you need ideas or assistance, contact Director of Growth Augie Farwig at augie@triangle.org.
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In addition to outlining our annual income/expenses, we thought it important to share how our national fees 
compare to other North-American Interfraternity Conference (NIC) fraternities with a similar number of 
chapter (30-60) as Triangle.

PLFee InitFee Dues 4YR INS 4YR+INS
$220.00 $380.00 $385.00 $1,665.00 $315.00 $2,316.00
$145.00 $330.00 $375.00 $1,480.00 $300.00 $1,995.00
$100.00 $320.00 $345.00 $1,455.00 $250.00 $1,930.00

$100.00 $300.00 $290.00 $1,215.00 $246.00 $1,815.00
$100.00 $290.00 $210.00 $1,150.00 $217.00 $1,705.00
$91.00 $275.00 $179.00 $950.00 $210.00 $1,698.00
$90.00 $250.00 $155.00 $824.00 $210.00 $1,697.00
$90.00 $250.00 $154.00 $805.00 $200.00 $1,580.00
$75.00 $240.00 $130.00 $798.00 $185.00 $1,435.00
$25.00 $230.00 $130.00 $780.00 $180.00 $1,259.25

$200.00 $91.00 $752.00 $150.00 $780.00
$200.00 $521.25

Triangle $170.00

$103.60 $286.50 $235.30 $1,112.20 $231.30 $1,743.03 Average
$95.50 $282.50 $194.50 $1,050.00 $213.50 $1,701.50 Median

According to the cost comparisons above, Triangle is below average for pledge, initiation and Insurance fees and 
above average on active fees, resulting in a 4-year cost with insurance that is slightly below the average of these 
men's groups. 

A discussion was held several years ago at Convention regarding all Triangle fees.  At that meeting, it was agreed 
that National Active Fees (NAFs) would increase rather than pledge and initiation fees.  It was felt once men 
were pledged and initiated at a lower fee, they would be more likely to continue membership even with slightly 
higher NAFs.

But the primary factor in pricing is active membership.  Just like your chapter, if there are more members, the 
cost to run the organization is less per member.  With fewer men, the price per man goes up.  The best way to 
insure NAFs stabilize or even decrease is to increase your chapter size every year.  

That is the ethos behind this year’s Growth Initiative – a plan that credits your Fall 2019 chapter account 
according to your chapter’s growth.  This effective reduces your NAFs from $15 to $50 per man.  Ask staff about 
this program while you’re at LTW.

Membership in any fraternity is an investment in one’s future.  The lifetime of friendship, support during the 
college years and introduction to a worldwide network of alumni are things you can’t put a price on.  Even if you 
do add up all the costs associated, it’s a minor increase (3-5%) of what a four-year education costs – it’s not about 
price, it’s about value.  These are discussions you should have with your members.

As always, contact Fraternity staff for help growing or educating your chapter!
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I’m Brother Conner Daniel clem15

I serve as your undergraduate 
representative on the Triangle 
Education Foundation Board of 
Directors!

As the Chairman of the 
President’s Men Undergraduate 
Giving Campaign, I would like to 
invite you to join me and many 
other brothers who generously
donate to provide the Triangle 
programs that impacts the 
academic, personal and fraternal 
development of our active Triangle 
brothers like you and me.

Thank you for your support!

Conner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time Talent Treasure 

Dear Brothers,

Triangle has thrived for more than 110 years with one central focus: the 
undergraduate experience.

Did you know every brother- both active and alumni- plays a very 
significant role in defining our experience?  It will be evident here at
Herbert Scobie Leadership School where you will see your brothers 
and fraternal professionals sharing their time and talent by serving 
as mentors, teaching us to excel as leaders and develop into better 
men.

I hope your time at HSLS is enlightening and creates many brotherly 
bonds.  As you participate in the programs over the next few days, 
know that they would not be possible without the generous support of 
Triangle brothers who also share their treasure to provide an 
exceptional Triangle experience for every new generation of Triangles.

I invite you to join us in pledging your support! The President’s Men 
Society is the Foundation’s undergraduate giving society that supports 
the programs of Triangle.   Your $25 contribution to the Triangle 
Education Foundation helps support programs like HSLS, Leadership 
Training Weekend and many other award-winning, national programs 
conducted throughout the year. As a President’s Men you will get an 
exclusive t-shirt, be recognized at all Triangle National Events, on the
Honor Roll of Donors and in Triangle publications and get your “Bova 
Repellant”!

While at the Foundation Booth, be sure to sign up for President’s 
Men, ask them about how to apply for scholarships and how to 
use your Chapter Endowment Fund (CEF)! Be sure to contact your 
brothers back home and let them know they can enter to win by 
donating online at www.triangle.org/donate It’s easy and goes to a 
great cause – building better Triangle men!

In F, S, & C,

Conner Daniel clem15

  



YOU WANT THEM. WE HAVE THEM.

WHILE YOU’RE OVER AT THE FOUNDATION BOOTH, SIGN UP FOR

PRESIDENT’S MEN! IN EXCHANGE FOR YOUR GENEROSITY WE’LL

GIVE YOU A LIMITED-EDITION T-SHIRT AND FREE CANDY! WHAT’S

NOT TO LOVE?

This year the Triangle Education Foundation is giving away 
over $80,000 in scholarships for the 

2019 - 2020 school year! 

We would love nothing more than to award one to YOU!

Questions about how to apply? 
Email us at TEF@triangle.org or 

visit www.triangleef.org/scholarships

DEADLINE TO APPLY IS FEBRUARY 15, 2019.





 
 

How to Complete the Triangle Education Foundation Chapter 
Endowment Fund Grant Application 

 
1. Before applying make sure you watch the how-to video online.  The video is 

at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBPXetVtlOI  
2. Go to http://www.tfaforms.com/workflows/start/2295  
3. There are two forms this process will take you through  Once you have 

completed Form #1, you will automatically be directed to Form #2.  Do not 
complete Form #2 without following the steps outlined below.  The two forms 
are for the following purposes: 

a. Form #1 is the grant application.  The first two pages contain detailed 
instructions.  It is very important to read through these carefully. 

b. Form #2 is the reimbursement request for your specific grant request.  
It is important that you choose the option at the top of the form to 
“Save my progress and resume later”.  This will allow you to return to 
Form #2 after all purchases have been completed. 

4. Complete form #1.  Make sure the email address used for the grant 
coordinator matches what we have on file. 

5. VERY IMPORTANT:  Remember to use the option “Save my progress and 
resume later” at the top of the form. 

6. Once you have completed Form #1 I will review the request within 5 business 
days. 

7. If approved (I would anticipate this request would be approved) the chapter 
should proceed with purchases. 

8. After all purchases are completed, you return to the form and log back in.  
You will now complete Form #2 for reimbursement. 

9. After the reimbursement is complete and all is in order we will process 
payment which normally takes 7 to 14 business days. 

10. All grant applications must be submitted no later than May 30 to be 
considered in the current school year. 

11. All grant reimbursements are due by June 15, failure to meet this deadline 
will forfeit reimbursement. 

 
Any questions please contact Scott Bova at Sbova@Triangle.org. 



HOW TO USE 
CHAPTER ENDOWMENT FUND MONEY 

LET US HELP YOU FIGURE OUT THE BEST USE OF YOUR FUNDS! 

Confused by how to best use your Chapter Endowment Funds (CEF)?  Let the Triangle Education Foundation 
(TEF) help you navigate all the ways you can maximize your funding! 

BEST WAY TO USE YOUR FUNDS: 
Have them automatically applied to Triangle’s National Programs!  Never have to worry about finding money 
to send guys to Scobie, Leadership Training Weekend or Convention- and travel costs can be covered with 
your CEF as well!  TEF makes this process painless and easy- we work with the Fraternity on payments and 
you just have to submit your travel expenses to us and get reimbursed.  Easy Peasy!! 

OTHER WAYS TO USE YOUR FUNDS: 
Have a chapter house with a study room?  Use your funds to refresh and upgrade the room to be one brothers 
actually want to study in!  Desks, chairs, tables, bookshelves, filing cabinets, new lighting, carpet and paint 
can all be covered by your CEF! 

Need faster internet in the house?  Use your funds to upgrade your modems and routers!  Need to be hard-
wired into the school’s system?  Yep, that’s covered too! 

Want to bring in a speaker for Engineering Week on campus?  That’s easy!  Your CEF can cover the speaker 
fees- travel, hotel, honorarium, etc.  What better recruitment tool then having your chapter sponsor this 
speaker and have your name all over the publicity for the event!  Remember to partner with your Engineering 
Department on getting this all worked out! 

Are chapter brothers jealously eyeing the Engineering Department’s new 3D printer?  We can help your 
chapter get one!  3D printers are covered by CEF dollars as well as the materials needed to print.  Want to get 
the best bang for your buck with that 3D printer- talk to the South Dakota Mines guys about their sexual 
assault prevention keychains they made on their 3D printer that got a write up in the Rapid City Journal! 

Scholarships, Scholarships, Scholarships!  A great way to reward those studious brothers or meet potential 
new members by offering the scholarship to incoming freshman!  Talk to us to help set criteria for the 
scholarship and to make sure you don’t get into trouble with how you award it! 

Done all these things and still looking for ways to spend your CEF?  Come talk to the friendly TEF folks at our 
booth- we’re happy to answer any questions and provide you with some additional ideas on how to maximize 
your CEF! 

 

 



First Name Last Name Email Track Chapter
Aaron Banquer-Glenn abanque@clemson.edu SLMPLA Clemson
Adam Baker bakerak@rose-hulman.edu Finance Workshop Rose Tech
Akil Darjean akildarjean@gmail.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Houston
Albert Lopez ajl108@pitt.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Pittsburgh
Alec Rospierski asrospie@mtu.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Michigan Tech
Alek Moses alekmoses5@gmail.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Clemson
Alex Cole abcole06@gmail.com SLMPLA Louisville
Alex Robinson csurob@rams.colostate.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Colorado State
Alex Zinkan azinkan@umich.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Michigan
Alex Turgeson aturgeson@wisc.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Wisconsin
Alexander Cherry zedlander1000@yahoo.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Penn State Behrend
Alexander Faucz acdfaucz@iastate.edu SLMPLA Iowa State
Alexander Marchand ajmarchand00@gmail.com Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Toledo
Alexander Marr marraj2@vcu.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Virginia Commonwealth
Anthony McCann ammccann2@wisc.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Wisconsin
Antonio Fajardo fajardoam@msoe.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop MSOE
Austin Wobig awobig.aw@gmail.com Lifestyle & Education Workshop Nebraska
Benjamin Bryant bryantbc@vcu.edu SLMPLA Virginia Commonwealth
Benjamin Hinricher benjamin.hinricher@mines.

sdsmt.edu
Lifestyle & Education Workshop South Dakota Mines

Brandon McFann mcfannbm@mail.uc.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Cincinnati
Brendon Stoner stonerbrendon18@gmail.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Toledo
Brevin Lacy lacybs@rose-hulman.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Rose Tech
Cain Vaught jcva236@uky.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Kentucky
Cal Romens romensc@msoe.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop MSOE
Camden Capps camcapps8@gmail.com Lifestyle & Education Workshop Kansas
Cameron Wutzke wutzke.cameron@gmail.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Washington
Camilo Arango camilo94@icloud.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Cal Poly Pomona
Carlos Moreno cemw22@gmail.com Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Penn State
Charles Thuruthiyil thuruthiyilc@gmail.com SLMPLA Illinois
Chase Nelson nelsoncm98@gmail.com Lifestyle & Education Workshop Washington
Cole Dalquist cfdalqui@mtu.edu SLMPLA Michigan Tech
Collin Greenway cgreenway2017@outlook.com Lifestyle & Education Workshop UCLA
Collin Whitlow cwhitlow@umich.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Michigan
Connor Gronski connor.gronski@mines.sdsmt.edu SLMPLA South Dakota Mines
Connor Sullivan sullivanconnor775@gmail.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Iowa State
Cuinn Larmon cuinnlarmon@gmail.com SLMPLA Penn State Behrend
Dale Goldmann dalegoldmann@gmail.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Penn State
Daniel Maxted djmaxt01@gmail.com SLMPLA Louisville
Daniel Wei dwei1019@gmail.com Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Louisville
Daniel Young youngtriangle01@gmail.com Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Purdue
Dave Galinski dng14@pitt.edu SLMPLA Pittsburgh
David Dise disedavid@gmail.com Finance Workshop Penn State
David Lynge dlynge@g.clemson.edu Finance Workshop Clemson
Drake McCarthy-Plut dhm5142@psu.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Penn State Behrend
Derian Calderon Arana deriancpp@gmail.com Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Cal Poly Pomona
Diego Rivera rivera_128@yahoo.com SLMPLA Cal Poly Pomona



First Name Last Name Email Track Chapter
Dominic Morocco dmorocco2016@fau.edu SLMPLA Florida Atlantic
Dylan Lee dylan.lee@uky.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Kentucky
Eli Maricich elitmaricich@gmail.com Lifestyle & Education Workshop Purdue
Ethan Witt ethanwitt@everestkc.net Finance Workshop Kansas
Evan Cusmano cusmanel@rose-hulman.edu SLMPLA Rose Tech
Evan Kauffman e581k745@ku.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Kansas
Garrett Mulkerin mulkering@msoe.edu SLMPLA MSOE
Isaac Fortier ihfortie@mtu.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Michigan Tech
Jackson Schlemmer jschlemmer2016@fau.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Florida Atlantic
Jackson Deal deal0054@umn.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Minnesota
Jacob Harding jacobharding@ku.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Kansas
Jacob Rutherford rutherjd@mail.uc.edu Finance Workshop Cincinnati
Jacob Turcano turcanoj@msu.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Michigan State
Jacob Wick jhwick@iastate.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Iowa State
Jared Amen amen.jaredl@gmail.com Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Utah
Jaret Stillman jrsstill@umich.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Michigan
Jason Chung president@trianglebruins.com SLMPLA UCLA
Jason Kahn duke061096@yahoo.com Lifestyle & Education Workshop Toledo
Jeffery Kennedy jkenned8@hawk.iit.edu Finance Workshop Armour
Joey Prokop joeyprokop10@yahoo.com Finance Workshop Houston
Joe Sukinik jos205@pitt.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Pittsburgh
Jonah Largen jhlargen@gmail.com Lifestyle & Education Workshop Louisville
Jonathan Ritchey jritche2@uncc.edu SLMPLA Charlotte
Joseph Kuchnicki jtkuchnicki@gmail.com Finance Workshop Penn State Behrend
Josh Campbell campb902@msu.edu SLMPLA Michigan State
Kavir Jaggernauth jaggernauthkavir@gmail.com Finance Workshop Georgia Tech
Kett Dickens kett@k-state.edu SLMPLA Kansas State
Kevin Fitzgerald fitzge29@purdue.edu SLMPLA Purdue
Kyle Draper kpd20@pitt.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Pittsburgh
Mark Hutson mphutson@wisc.edu SLMPLA Wisconsin
Mark Rooney markrooney@att.net SLMPLA Toledo
Matt Plummer matts71mach1@yahoo.com Lifestyle & Education Workshop Kansas State
Matt Spangler mattspanglr@gmail.com SLMPLA Penn State
Matthew Borum mattersonline@ou.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Oklahoma
Matthew Pisoni mpisoni@purdue.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Purdue
Matthew Shaffer mrshaffer@ucla.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop UCLA
Matthew Vaughn mpvaughn@uw.edu Finance Workshop Washington
Max Puntil rmp65@pitt.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Pittsburgh
Michael Behm behm.39@buckeyemail.osu.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Ohio State
Michael Hilyard michael.hilyard13@gmail.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Toledo
Michael Kielpikowski kielpikowskim@msoe.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop MSOE
Mohammed Saleem msaleem@hawk.iit.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Armour
Nathaniel Anderson nathana120@ksu.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Kansas State
Nathaniel Sharrow njsharrow14@gmail.com Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Penn State Behrend
Nicholas Montez namontez@uwm.edu SLMPLA UWM
Nihaal George georgenp@rose-hulman.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Rose Tech
Nick Armstrong nickarmstrong888@gmail.com SLMPLA Washington
Nicholas Nyholm nnyholm3564@hotmail.com SLMPLA Nebraska
Nikolas Pardoe pardo020@umn.edu SLMPLA Minnesota



First Name Last Name Email Track Chapter
Paul Paul-Obelley iampaulobelley@gmail.com SLMPLA Houston
Paulo Kodaira psassman@hawk.iit.edu SLMPLA Armour
Prathyush Shankar prathyush@utexas.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Austin
Riddock Moran moran.riddock@gmail.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Nebraska
Robert Kramer kramer.604@osu.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Ohio State
Ross Morrison rossmorrison77@gmail.com Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Washington
Ryan Skop ryanskop@umich.edu SLMPLA Michigan
Samuel Penwell samuelpenwell@ou.edu SLMPLA Oklahoma
Sean Arnoldt arnoldts@msu.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Michigan State
Sean Cramer spcramer@uwm.edu Wakerly Service Learning Workshop UWM
Shawn Byrnes irishluck601@hotmail.com Lifestyle & Education Workshop Houston
Spencer Elkington spelkington@gmail.com SLMPLA Utah
Stefan Moses lin00063@umn.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Minnesota
Steven Lee steven.lee99815@gmail.com SLMPLA Kansas
Stormy Ford s315f192@ku.edu SLMPLA Kansas
Theodore Crawford crawfo76@purdue.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Purdue
Thomas Lee tomlee8116@gmail.com SLMPLA Illinois
Tim Walters walters.637@osu.edu Finance Workshop Ohio State
Tom Coski coskitx@mail.uc.edu SLMPLA Cincinnati
Trevor Devine trevor.devine@pitt.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Pittsburgh
Tristan Hull tristan.a.hull@gmail.com Lifestyle & Education Workshop Oklahoma
Triton Wolfe triton.wolfe@gatech.edu SLMPLA Georgia Tech
Tyler Rist risttyle@msu.edu Finance Workshop Michigan State
William Shoaf shoaf.46@osu.edu SLMPLA Ohio State
Will Moen wmoen@wisc.edu Lifestyle & Education Workshop Wisconsin
Zachary Byrd zachary.byrd@gatech.edu Elevate Recruitment Workshop Georgia Tech
Zachary Ricker zricker20@gmail.com Wakerly Service Learning Workshop Cal Poly Pomona
Zachary Trouba zachtrouba@gmail.com Elevate Recruitment Workshop Nebraska




